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keep in mind that the cambridge toefl test is a speaking test. not a
reading test. so dont look at the words in the answer choice. instead,

look at the context. if you look at the answer choices and choose
something that sounds a little bit like the correct answer, youre bound
to make a mistake. there are lots of other test preparation books out
there, all of them are very good. but theyre only as good as the one
theyre modeled after. this one is the best. it has the most exercises,

the best explanations and the most complete test material. the
cambridge university press is a leading international publisher of
university textbooks and reference books, and a leader in higher

education and educational publishing. cambridge university press is
one of the oldest and most highly regarded publishers in the world.

cambridge university press has a global reputation for the high
quality of its textbooks, professional editing, and innovative

technology. cambridge university press is a division of cambridge
university library and part of the cambridge university press group. it

is a major commercial publisher with over a hundred years of
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publishing experience, and is the largest commercial publisher of
academic books in the world. the university is famous for its academic
excellence and academic freedom, which is part of the basis of the ivy

league college model. the university operates under the harvard
president on every aspect of university life from finances, to the arts,

to the sciences. it is the only university to operate with a faculty
senate, which serves as a non-voting advisory body to the president.
the university is an integral part of harvard university, and harvard
often refers to itself as being harvard university rather than harvard

college.
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harvard is a private, coeducational, research university founded in
1636 in cambridge, massachusetts, united states. it is the oldest
institution of higher education in the united states and one of the

eight institutions that make up the association of american
universities. the university consists of harvard college, a residential

college that enrolls undergraduates, harvard graduate school of
education, the graduate school of arts and sciences, and harvard

medical school. harvard is one of the five original ivy league
universities. harvard is often cited as being the most selective

university in the world. cambridge preparation for the toefl test, 4th
edition is written by jolene gear, robert gear, and robert gifford. the

book was written in october 2006 and this book has 659 mb size. the
book is published by cambridge university press and it has 659 mb
readers supported languages like spanish, french, german, chinese,

japanese, italian, portuguese, and russian. cambridge preparation for
the toefl test, 4th edition is the complete package for self-study

program. it includes the student book with hundreds of skill-building
exercises, the full audio program on audio cds for use with the

exercises and practice tests in the book, and the cd-rom with seven
practice tests. the book and the cd-rom are written by jolene gear,

robert gear, and robert gifford. jolene gear is a native english speaker
and a professor of psychology. she teaches undergraduate courses at

the jolene gear psychology website. robert gear is a native english
speaker and a professor of english. robert is an expert on the

cambridge advanced in english exams and tests. robert gifford is a
native english speaker and a professor of english. 5ec8ef588b
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